When compared to telephones and televisions, computers can still be considered a somewhat new addition to the ranks of modern technology. Computers are an invaluable part of modern society that has become as standard as cars, although they are now commonplace.

Computer basics tutorial at GCFGlobal
- If you are new to computers or just want to improve your knowledge or skills, this free computer basics tutorial at GCFGlobal close search, Computers for Beginners.

The Basics: Senior’s Guide to Computers
- Welcome to computer basics if you’re new to computers or just want to improve your knowledge or skills, this is the place for you. Note to coaches and mentors if you are helping someone who is new to the computer, the person can visit us often, getting the right desktop pc for your needs.

Computing Systems and Hardware
- Computer hardware to provide basic functionality and to provide a platform for running application software.

Computer Basics: Getting Started Introductory
- This guide covers the basic pre-defined set of features that doesn’t mean you don’t have choices use this guide to help you find links to other websites with more detailed information. New and updated information will be added to the guide on an ongoing basis.

Computer Basics: Digital Unite
- Computer basics have never ever been this simple! Who knew how simple using computers could be. This is today’s best beginner’s guide to using your computer or tablet with the new windows 10 operating system.

Basic Computer Skills: A Guide for Complete Beginners
- Basic computer skills a guide for complete beginners. Working with computer hardware, chief focus: using the mouse touchpad and keyboard. Learning how to use an operating system.

Computer Hardware: Basic Components
- Basic computer components: Computers come in different shapes and sizes, however, there are several parts on a computer that are universal to all computers. Part of this guide: Mouse similar to the keyboard, the mouse is used to communicate with the computer.

- Basic computer skills a guide for complete beginners. Working with computer hardware, chief focus: using the mouse touchpad and keyboard. Learning how to use an operating system. 3 Using word processors now that you know how to use an operating system.

Computer Basics: Orientation
- The goals in computer basics assume that the PC is the place for you. Note to coaches and mentors if you are helping someone who is new to the computer.

Computer Basics: NetLiteracy.org
- Basic computer components: Computers come in different shapes and sizes. However, there are several parts on a computer that are universal to all computers. Another part of this guide: Mouse similar to the keyboard, the mouse is used to communicate with the computer.

Free Basic Computer Skills Tutorial at GCFGlobal
- If you are looking for basic computer skills or to upgrade computer skills you already have, review our free basic computer skills tutorial.
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